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ernment departments. Those geospatial data
could be used in many scientific fields such
as agriculture, land use and climate change.
To find the data of interest from multiple data
sources for multi-disciplinary researches, the
scientists and data users need to get familiar

1 Introduction

As the development of Earth observation tech-
nology progresses, more and more geospatial
data used for scientific research are available
from various geospatial agencies and gov-

Abstract: As Earth observation (EO) technologies
develop continuously, the volumes of geospatial
data archived in data centers also grow. Those geo-
spatial data can be used in many scientific fields
such as agriculture, land use and climate change.
The complex features and massive amounts of EO
data bring challenges on how to make better use of
these data for the community and for public ser-
vice. Most of legacy data center distribute the data
through individual catalogue, and use heteroge-
neous query interface and metadata model. To find
the data of interest from multiple data source for
multi-disciplinary research, the scientists and data
users need to handle different query languages and
metadata models. To facilitate Earth observation
data discovery for researchers, this paper proposes
a federated catalogue to integrate multiple legacy
data centers. By analysing existing data discovery
mechanism, mediator-wrapper framework was
adopted to implement catalogue federation. By
solving the query interface translation and meta-
data model conversion between federated cata-
logues and individual data centers, a system – The
CEOS WGISS Integrated Catalogue (CWIC) was
implemented. CWIC was proved to be an effective
tool to discovery geospatial data from multi-source
data centers by interacting with standardized query
interface and metadata model. The architecture and
approaches proposed in this paper can be used to
establish a federated catalogue system for different
communities.

Zusammenfassung: Konzept für einen Zentralka-
talog für Fernerkundungsdaten. Mit dem fort-
schreitenden Ausbau der Erdbeobachtung steigen
auch die zu archivierenden Datenmengen. Die Da-
ten finden in den Geowissenschaften vielfältig Ver-
wendung, z. B. in der Landwirtschaft, beim Moni-
toring von Landnutzungsänderungen und beim
Klimawandel. Die komplexe Datenstruktur und die
riesigen Datenmengen sind eine Herausforderung
an die geeignete Bereitstellung für private und öf-
fentliche Zwecke. Die meisten staatlichen Daten-
zentren bieten ihre Daten über eigene Kataloge und
sehr unterschiedliche Benutzerschnittstellen und
Metadatenmodelle an. Für fächerübergreifende
Untersuchungen müssen die Benutzer unterschied-
liche Abfragesprachen einsetzen. Zur Vereinfa-
chung wird daher in diesem Artikel ein Konzept
für einen Zentralkatalog für die übergreifende Su-
che in vielen Datenzentren vorgestellt. Nach der
Analyse verschiedener vorhandener Lösungen
wurde das „Mediator-Wrapper“-Modell für den
Zentralkatalog zu Grunde gelegt. Der Zentralkata-
log wurde als „CEOSWGISS Integrated Catalogue
(CWIC)“ implementiert, nachdem die Transforma-
tion der Abfragen (queries) und der Metadaten in
eine standardisierte Form gelöst war. Inzwischen
hat der CWIC seine Leistungsfähigkeit für katalog
übergreifende Abfragen unter Beweis stellen kön-
nen. Die in diesem Artikel vorgestellte Architektur
kann zur Einrichtung von Zentralkatalogen auch in
anderen Communities empfohlen werden.
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intelligent integration of information using
mediation technology, which is used for the
integration of spatial data from geographic
information system (GIS) databases with al-
phanumerical data from relational database
management systems and other data sources.
HIDALGO et al. (2006) described a cost model
that stores values from a complete set of web
source-focused parameters obtained by the
web wrappers in a mediator-wrapper environ-
ment. Based on a mediator-wrapper approach,
CORCHO et al. (2003) designed a framework
which supports an integrated view over multi-
ple heterogeneous sources for e-commerce ap-
plication. MILLER & NUSSER (2003) presented
an infrastructure model which is based on a
spatial mediator that takes metadata on the in-
formation needs of the user, data sources and
tools available, as well as device characteris-
tics (in field settings) into consideration when
processing the user’s request.
Most of the previous work about data dis-

covery focused on Earth observation retrieval.
Geospatial metadata, as an important and ef-
fective way to help data users to understand
the retrieved data, usually attracted little at-
tention. This paper uses the generic metada-
ta model – ISO 19115:2003 (Geographic in-
formation – Metadata) – to describe the data
granules returned from a federated catalogue.
The architecture, global query interface and
metadata model proposed in this paper are
used by the Working Group on Information
Systems and Services (WGISS) of the Com-
mittee on Earth Observation Satellite (CEOS)
(WGISS 2012), and are proved to be useful
for catalogue federation in Earth observation
community.
The rest of this paper is structured as fol-

lows. Section 2 introduces and compares some
major existing data centers and their data dis-
covery mechanism, including their data distri-
bution policies, query interface and metadata
model. Section 3 analyses the challenges and
proposes solutions to coordinate different data
discovery mechanisms, including query inter-
face and metadata model selection. Section 4
presents the federated catalogue architecture
and the implementation of the CWIC system.
The conclusion and discussion are drawn in
section 5.

with the individual data center and the corre-
sponding web portal. Most of data centers re-
quire data users to register an account before
searching and acquiring data, which require
data users to maintain many user account in-
formation for every data center. For some ar-
chived data without online access URLs, the
users need to place an order against specific
data center and get the notification of data ac-
cess URLs from registered email. Such work
is very time-consuming and tedious, especial-
ly when the catalogues use different metadata
models and catalogue interface protocols (BAI
et al. 2007). Moreover, this human-comput-
er interaction of data discovery brings more
challenges for data users to build an automatic
workflow for some scientific research.
To solve such challenge, it is highly re-

quired to build an integrated catalogue, also
known as catalogue federation, to conduct the
data discovery in a consistent way. This fed-
erated catalogue, by solving the inconsistency
among multiple data centers, presents a stan-
dardized data query interface and metadata
model. With the catalogue federation, data
user only needs to interact with the federat-
ed catalogue to find data of interest other than
working with different catalogues. This paper
proposes a solution for a geospatial catalogue
federation, which integrates some major lega-
cy catalogues, to facilitate geospatial data dis-
covery.
In order to implement a federated catalogue

for geospatial data discovery, the mediator-
wrapper (WIEDERHOLD 1992) architecture was
selected. This architecture has been widely
used for the integrated and universal access
to multiple, autonomous information sources.
Distributed data sources (legacy data center)
archive data and distribute them through the
Internet. Such architecture has been success-
fully used in many research areas, such as in-
tegration of GIS data source (STOIMENOV et al.
2000), digital libraries (MELNIK et al. 2000),
intelligent web application (SAHUGUET & AZA-
VANT 2001), and XML data (BARU et al. 1999,
LIN et al. 2000).
SONG et al. (2006) designed a grid-enabled

information integration system which can
access heterogeneous and distributed data
sources through the standard interface of grid
computing. STOIMENOV et al. (2000) provided
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Data Model. This metadata model is used
to describe collection and granule. In the
ECS, a granule is the smallest unit of data
that is independently described and taken
stock, while a collection represents a logi-
cal grouping of granules. Each Collection
is identified with an Earth Science Data
Type (WEI et al. 2007).

2.2 NOAA CLASS Data Catalogue

The CLASS system is an electronic library
of NOAA environmental data. This web site
provides capabilities for finding and obtain-
ing those data. CLASS provides more than 70
data collections. The data archived in CLASS
system do not have an online access URL, so
the client has to register an account with email
address, and the query response contain-
ing access URLs will be sent to the specified
email address. Beside the web site, NOAA
Enterprise Archive Access Tool (NEAAT) is
also developed by NOAA to enable data que-
ry through an Application Programmer Inter-
face. NEAAT is an access API designed to
integrate various heterogeneous NOAA data
systems for the purposes of data discovery
and retrieval.
1) Data query interface: NEAAT supports a
number of query types for both catalogue-
and inventory-level. Both simple queries
and compound quires are supported. There
are four comparisons implemented in
NEAATAPI:string,algebraic, temporaland
spatial.NEAATprovidesJavaArchive(JAR)
files which expose many easytouse func-
tions. Data clients need to call the corre-
sponding function to specify query param-
eters and execute a data inventory query.

2) Metadata Conceptual Model: the CLASS
system defines a very simple XML mod-
el to encode the returned data granule.
NEAAT contains limited metadata about
returned granule, but the basic spatial ex-
tent, temporal range, platform and data size
information are included.

2.3 USGS Landsat Data Catalogue

LandSAT data has wide use in geospatial-
related scientific research. The USGS offers
all users the entire Landsat 1–5 and 7 archive

2 Existing Data Discovery
Mechanism

There are some major data centers worldwide
which archive massive and heterogeneous
geospatial data. This paper focuses on the fol-
lowing seven legacy geospatial catalogues:
the NASA EOS ClearingHOuse (ECHO), the
NOAA’s Comprehensive Large Array-data
Stewardship System (CLASS), U.S. Geology
Survey (USGS) – Landsat Catalogue System,
the Brazil National Institute for Space Re-
search (INPE) catalogue, the China Academy
of Opto-Electronics (AOE) catalogue, the Ja-
pan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)
and the Group for High-Resolution Sea Sur-
face Temperature (GHRSST) catalogue. All
of those data centers have already provided a
web portal or a service to enable data user to
discover data of interest. The following part
of this chapter will analyze the data discovery
mechanism of some of them, and pay more at-
tention to the comparison of query interface
and metadata model.

2.1 NASA ECHO Data Catalogue

The NASA-developed Earth Observing Sys-
tem (EOS) Clearinghouse (ECHO) is a spatial
and temporal metadata registry and order bro-
ker built by NASA’s Earth Science Data and
Information System (ESDIS) that enables the
science community to more easily use and
exchange NASA’s data and services (ECHO
2012).
1) Data query interface: ECHO developed a
query language, named IIMSAQL, to en-
able the query on collection-level and gran-
ule-level in the ECHO system. This is an
XML-based language with a detailed DTD
definition. IIMSAQL defined the element
for specifying collection identifier, spatial
extent, temporal range, data center identi-
fier, and many other features, such as Per-
centage of Cloud Cover, of the data center
and collection.

2) Metadata Conceptual Model: the ECHO’s
metadata conceptual model is named as
ECHO Earth Science Metadata Conceptu-
al Model (EESMCM). It is developed from
the EOSDIS Core System (ECS) Science
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vanced Land Observation Satellite (ALOS),
the Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite
(GOSAT) and the Advanced Earth Observing
Satellite (ADEOS). JAXA provides the Earth
Observation Satellite Data Search/Order Sys-
tem (JAXA 2012) which facilitates data users
to retrieve the archived data through a web
portal-based interface.
Besides the web portal, JAXA also devel-

oped its CSW service to distribute its archived
data based on GeoNetwork and deployed the
CSW on Amazon Cloud Computing platform.
Both the ebRIM profile and the ISO profile are
implemented.

3 Challenges to Integrate
Different Data Catalogues

Based on the analysis and the comparison in
the second section, it is noticeable that hetero-
geneity exists among those data catalogues. To
design and implement a federated catalogue,
which aims to integrate different catalogues
and provides a universal data discovery mech-
anism, a global data query language and meta-
data model should be selected. Moreover, the
mapping between the federated catalogue and
the individual catalogues also should be estab-
lished. This chapter will address the challeng-
es in data discovery mechanisms coordination
and its solutions.

3.1 Global Query Interface Selection

In order to implement an integrated catalogue,
a global query interface should be adopt-
ed. The OpenGIS CSW specification defines
three protocol bindings for the catalogue ser-
vice: Z39.50, CORBA/IIOP and HTTP. In this
paper, the OGC CSW version 2.0.2 is imple-
mented. The OpenGIS CSW specification pro-
poses an OGC common catalogue query lan-
guage, which has to be supported by all com-
pliant OpenGIS catalogue services (VOGES &
SENKLER 2007). This query language supports
nested Boolean queries, text comparison op-
erations and temporal-spatial operators. The
federated catalogue in this paper implements
the OGC Filter specification (VRETANOS 2010).

data at no charge using a standard data prod-
uct recipe. The user can discover Landsat data
through several web portals, such as EarthEx-
plorer, GloVis and GeoBrain. Based on these
portals, data users could discover and access
all types of Landsat data.
1) Data query interface: the USGS releases a
Web API which could be used to discov-
er Landsat data. The access URL for this
Web API is as follows: http://edcsns17.
cr.usgs.gov/EE/InventoryStream/latlong?
Some simple parameters could be speci-
fied in the data query request of the Web
API, including collection identifier, spa-
tial bounding box, temporal range and the
number of returned records.

2) Metadata Conceptual Model: A simple
XML model is defined to describe the re-
sponse from the USGS Landsat catalogue.
The response from the USGS Landsat cat-
alogue includes information like browser
image URL, data ordering URL, platform,
cloud cover rate and spatial-temporal infor-
mation.

2.4 China AOE Data Catalogue

China has launched several EO satellites, such
as the CBRES series, the FengYun series and
so on. The data products generated from those
satellites have been widely applied to the field
of agriculture and other fields. The EO data
have good catalogue and archive systems in
several satellite data centers (FENG et al. 2011).
To facilitate data discovery for those EO

data, the AOE of the Chinese Academy of Sci-
ence designed and developed an OGC Cata-
logue Service for the Web (CSW). AOE CSW
adopts the OGC CSW standard as the query
interface, and the ISO 19115 standard to de-
scribe metadata.

2.5 JAXA Data Catalogue

JAXA is an independent administrative in-
stitution to be able to perform all activities in
the aerospace field as one organization, from
basic research and development to utilization.
JAXA has archived a huge amount of Earth
observation data products, such as the Ad-
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pabilities request shall be an XML document
containing service metadata about the server.
DescribeRecord: this mandatory operation

allows a client to discover elements of the in-
formation model supported by the target cata-
logue service. The operation allows some or
the entire information model to be described.
GetDomain: this optional operation is used

to obtain runtime information about the range
of values of a metadata record element or a re-
quest parameter. The runtime range of values
for a property or a request parameter is typ-
ically much smaller than the value space for
that property or parameter based on its static
type definition.
GetRecords: this mandatory operation is

used to search the catalogue content. It sup-
ports not only requesting metadata records at
different levels of detail (full, summary, and
brief) and in different output schemas, but
also allows for paging and sorting, as well as
stating the filter criteria in different query lan-
guages.
GetRecordById: this mandatory operation

retrieves the default representation of a cata-
logue records using their identifier. The re-
cords identifier could be retrieved from the
GetRecords response.

3.2 Global Metadata Model Selection

The existing data centers adopted different
metadata models to describe their archived
data. In order to provide a universal metada-
ta schema to describe data returned from all
catalogue, it is necessary to define a global
metadata model for a federated catalogue, and
build the mapping from individual metadata
model to the global one.
Geographical information –Metadata (ISO

19115) and its extension for imagery and grid-
ded data (ISO 191152), which define com-
prehensive and detailed elements to describe
geospatial data, are widely used in the Earth
observation field (ISO 2003). Some software
packages, such as GeoNetwork and ESRI Geo-
Portal, have overall support of the ISO 19115
metadata model. In this paper, ISO 19115 is
selected as the global metadata model for the
federated catalogue.

The heterogeneity feature of query inter-
faces of different data catalogues brings chal-
lenges to determine queryables of a global
query interface. To translate the query lan-
guage from a global to a native query inter-
face, the federated catalogue has to solve the
following problems:
1) Asymmetry of metadata queryables: the
queryables defined in the global query
language may not have the corresponding
one in a legacy data catalogue. The que-
ryables supported by different data cen-
ters also are various. For example, NASA
ECHO query API supports the granule
query against cloud cover rate, but other
data centers do not support such query.
To solve the asymmetry of metadata query-
ables, the federated should select the mini-
mal subset of all queryables implemented
among different data centers. By analysing
those legacy catalogues, the dataset iden-
tifier, spatial bounding box and temporal
range query parameters are selected as the
mandatory queryables of a federated cata-
logue, which are also the most important
attributes of geospatial data.

2) Heterogeneity of query formats: as de-
scribed in section 2, those legacy data cat-
alogues have different query interfaces
and formats. For example, NOAA CLASS
uses native NEAAT API package, USGS
and INPE accepts Web API query format,
while ECHO only accepts IIMSAQL for-
mat. Even for the catalogues implement-
ing a CSW service, such as AOE, JAXA
and GHRSST, the queryables name for the
samemetadata object may also be different.
To solve the heterogeneity of query for-
mats, a federated catalogue has to trans-
late the queryables and query format from
a global query language to the correspond-
ing query language supported by an indi-
vidual data catalogue.

The HTTP protocol is selected as the proto-
col binding, and both HTTP GET and HTTP
POST methods are implemented. The follow-
ing operation shall be implemented based on
the CSW specification.
GetCapabilities: this mandatory operation

allows CSW clients to retrieve service meta-
data from a server. The response of GetCa-
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tributed Active Archive Centers (DAAC) or
their web portal, and fill that information to
mandatory element of global metadata.

4 Federated Catalogue
Implementation

4.1 System Architecture Design

The mediator-wrapper architecture is used to
design the federated catalogue. As shown in
Fig. 1, data is archived in heterogeneous mod-
els and disseminated through different inter-
faces to the data sources. The wrapper layer
tackles the heterogeneity through providing a
universal querying interface (i.e. OGC CSW)
and an intermediate information model, i.e.
Dublin Core, ISO 19115. Mediator, on the oth-
er hand, acts as a proxy accepting the query
from data users, dispatching the request to
corresponding wrapper, assembling the query
results from individual data center and return-
ing it to the data users.
Specifically, the interactions among the

user, mediator, and wrapper are summarized
as follows:
1) The data client queries against mediator
through the OGC CSW interface.

2) The mediator parses the query and dis-
patches it to a related wrapper.

Some legacy catalogues, such as GHRSST,
AOE and JAXA have already implemented
the CSW service and fully support the global
metadata model. For such data center, feder-
ated catalogue does not need to make any con-
version for the returned metadata. But for the
data center with a customizedmetadata model,
such as the ECS model defined in ECHO, the
federated catalogue has to convert the meta-
data from their native schema to a global one.
Since the richness of the metadata returned

from different catalogues is also various, the
asymmetry of the metadata model is becom-
ing another challenge to implement a cata-
logue federation. The asymmetry features are
expressed in two aspects: somemetadata items
in a legacy data center cannot be mapped to
corresponding elements in a global metadata
model; some mandatory elements in the global
metadata model cannot find the corresponding
elements in the response of a legacy catalogue.
For the first problem, the current solution is
to ignore the elements that cannot be mapped
to global metadata. For the latter problem, the
a priori knowledge is used to fill the manda-
tory elements in the global metadata. Taking
NASA ECHO as example, the point of contact
information are required in ISO 19115 meta-
data, but the XML response returned from
ECHO does not include any contact informa-
tion. For such situation, we can find the point
of contact information from the NASA Dis-

Fig. 1: The mediator-wrapper architecture.
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are used in the project of CWIC. CWIC is de-
signed to provide a single access point for the
major CEOS agency catalogue systems (DI et
al. 2012).
As of August 2012, seven data catalogues

described in section 2 have been integrated in
the CWIC service. The framework of CWIC
system is shown in Fig. 2, and the interaction
between major modules within this frame-
work is presented in Fig. 3.
The harvest operation is not implemented

in the CWIC service, but the following op-
erations, defined in OGC CSW specification,
have been implemented and introduced in sec-
tion 3.1. They are the operations GetCapabili-
ties, DescribeRecord, GetDomain, GetRe-
cords and GetRecordById.
To support a query interface translation, the

mapping between OGC CSW query interface
and the local query interfaces is established.
At the wrapper level, all queries dispatched
from the mediator will be translated to a na-
tive query interface. For example, the query
about an ECHO dataset will be translated to
the IIMSAQL language. Regarding the meta-
data model conversion like query interface the
mapping between the ISO 19115 and the meta-
data model used in legacy catalogues is also
created. The issue that needs to be solved dur-
ing the conversion is the asymmetry feature of
different metadata.

3) The wrapper converts the request to a lo-
cal query language and queries against a
data catalogue. After getting a response,
the wrapper converts the response to an in-
termediate information model and returns
it to the mediator.

4) The mediator sends the response to the data
users.

4.2 CEOS WGISS Integrated
Catalogue

The Committee on Earth Observation Satel-
lite (CEOS) is the international inter-agen-
cy organization addressing the coordination
of the satellite EO programs of the world’s
governmental space agencies. The Working
Group on Information Systems and Services
(WGISS) is a subgroup of CEOS, which aims
at promoting collaboration in the development
of systems and services that manage and sup-
ply EO data to users world-wide. With the ini-
tiation by NOAA and NASA, WGISS started
the CWIC project in 2010, aiming at creating
a federated catalogue system for providing in-
ventory-level search to catalogue systems of
all major CEOS members around the world
through a standardbased unified interface.
The architecture, query interface and meta-

data model proposed in the previous section

Fig. 2: The framework of CEOS WGISS Integrated Catalogue.
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as the dataset identifier in the GetRecords and
GetRecordById query of CWIC.
By interacting with the GCMD CSW inter-

face, data users could get the collection identi-
fier based on free text search and other search
options provided by GCMD. Besides interact-
ing with GCMD, data user can also retrieve
all servable collection identifiers from CWIC
capabilities document by sending GetCapa-
bilities request. Once getting the collection
identifier, data users and clients could build
the request payload by specifying other tem-
poral-spatial query parameters and post the
GetRecords request to CWIC service. In the
back end of CWIC, there is a configuration file
which maintains the dataset identifier and its
corresponding wrapper URL. The CWIC me-
diator dispatches the request to a proper wrap-
per based on this configuration file.

5 Conclusion and Discussion

This paper discusses the design and the im-
plemention of a federated geospatial cata-
logue system that provides a single standard
interface for inventory-level searches of data

CWIC is supposed to provide more enriched
information in its query response. For some
data catalogues with overloaded information,
the original response contains so much infor-
mation but some of them cannot find matched
elements in global metadata schema. But for
some data catalogues, the query response just
includes very limited information. To fix the
issues of overloaded information, CWIC cre-
ates a mapping table to put more information
from native metadata to global metadata. For
a native response with limited information,
CWIC imports predefined attributes or a pri-
ori knowledge for some mandatory elements
such as dataset identifier and point of contact
in the global metadata model.

4.3 CWIC servable Datasets

The entire federated catalogue of CWIC has
registered their dataset information into the
Global Climate Master Directory (GCMD)
(GCMD 2012). Each dataset will be assigned
to an individual Directory Interchange For-
mat (DIF) Entry ID and label the dataset with
CWIC attributes. The DIF Entry ID is used

Fig. 3: Interaction between major modules of CWIC.
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and ISO 19115-2 effectively act as the standard
metadata information model for such a feder-
ated geospatial catalogue system. Both the
architecture and the approaches proposed in
this paper are also applicable to tackle a het-
erogeneous problem in other communities for
resource discovery.
CWIC does not adopt the caching or har-

vesting of the metadata from remote cata-
logues to improve the query performance. So
currently the query performance highly de-
pends on remote catalogue. As to the search
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query interface, CWIC only kept the lowest
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queryables (spatial extent, temporal range,
and dataset identifier) are sufficient to fulfil
the demand from a client.
In the next version 2.0 of the CWIC system,

more catalogue systems of CEOS member
will be integrated into CWIC system. More-
over, CEOC WGISS query language will be
implemented to provide more flexible query
capabilities. Besides the common queryables,
more native queryables will be supported in
future version.
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